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In the early 1990s, I met the prominent American
writer and thinker Thomas Freidman, who had
just returned, along with the US foreign secretary

at that time, Madeline Albright, from China, that had
not yet started its industrial development. 

According to what he told me, Stalin’s commu-
nism had failed in China and that getting out of its
grip and a quick shift towards free economy, just
like what happened in Russia and Eastern Europe
after the European Spring in the late 1980s, would
cost around 400 million Chinese their jobs and that
this would jeopardize world stability. He even men-
tioned one example about the Chinese railway serv-
ice that employs around 11 million, while it only
needs 2 million of them. 

A few years later, I visited China and read a state-
ment by the Chinese minister of education in
China’s English daily, China Today, where she
announced success in the sixth phase of introduc-
ing modern technology to around 900 million farm-
ers in remote areas in preparation to having them
use advanced modern technological agricultural
methods instead of manual ones. The US later
opened American and European markets to Chinese
products. It is clear that the US had listened to
Freidman’s fears and positively dealt with them. And
now there are no fears that 400 million Chinese
might wakes up jobless and wreck the whole
world’s stability, as Napoleon once said. On the con-
trary, hundreds of millions Chinese are actively
working making the world happier with the quality
of their products! 

One of the major problems in the Arab world is
that our countries never listen to thinkers, theorists
and the educated elite. They even suppress, alienate
and disrespect them. You would rarely find one of
them well-known and close to authorities or even
within courtiers, who can either make or destroy
nations. There is one exception to that in the GCC
states, that have been racing against the clock
because they fully support and listen to thinkers
and creative citizens, Arabs and foreigners, regard-
less of their nationality. What matters is their creativ-
ity, achievability and ability to give.

In this regard, President Mubarak’s bright years in
office were those when he was surrounded by intel-
lectuals like Dr Osama Al-Baz and Dr Mustafa Al-
Feqi. But ever since, Egypt has been going back-
wards and Mubarak was toppled when he relied
more on people who benefited from him more than
they gave their country, such as Ahmed Ezz, Safwat
Al-Sharif, Habib Adli and their likes. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

Lack of ideas

and theories

Al-Anbaa

By Sami Al-Nisf

Many people speak about having to remove the
coach in case of bad results in one or two
matches, as if such demands are part of football

rules that must be implemented. Of course they are not
and cannot be accepted, otherwise there will not be a
coach to remain in his job for one season, but there is no
harm in listening to those around the team and its fans,
then take whatever agrees with the administration’s
plan and the coach’s views. We are not in support of
quick judgment in evaluating the new coach regardless
of results, except in hopeless cases, and the most suit-
able thing is to keep him until the end of the season,
then evaluate him.

Jahra Club is distinguished with signing contracts
with successful coaches in our soccer field, including for
example Serbia’s Dragan, who won the league during
the 1989/1990 season. He then went on to coach
Qadsiya and Arabi clubs. In previous seasons, it signed
Brazil’s De Silva with whom it got the best results fol-
lowed by Serbia’s Boniac before moving to Arabi last
season, and almost won the league, if it was not for bad

luck at the last minute. It is led by Albania’s Sekandar
Giga now, and he failed in the last two matches with
Shabab and Sahel, and we are not demanding his
ouster. Also, Arabi coach Louis Philipi cannot be judged
after he faced top teams like Jahra, Qadsiya, Kazma and
Kuwait in consecutive rounds. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 
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By Nasser Al-Enezi

Crime
R e p o r t

Swindler arrested
Hawally detectives arrested a Ukrainian national

who swindled a citizen when he convinced her of
opening a European style cafe and took KD 22,500
before escaping. Detectives arrested him following
attempts to disappear by changing his address and
moving to Ahmadi. The citizen went to Meidan
Hawally police station and told them the man made
her believe that he has an idea of a profitable project
which is a European style cafe, and agreed on the loca-
tion, and gave him the money, then he disappeared.
He was arrested when detectives traced his location
through his mobile phone with the use of satellite
technology. The suspect admitted the charges.

No snake found
Farwaniya police received a call about a snake in a

Ferdous area house, but when a search was caused, no
snakes were found.

Youths in Hawally arrested in stabbing
Hawally detectives arrested three youth, one a juve-

nile, for allegedly stabbing a friend of theirs. A citizen
told Meidan Hawally police that his son was stabbed
by three persons, who were identified by detectives
and confessed to the stabbing.

Death in farm dispute 
Jahra detectives arrested an Indian man for killing a

colleague of his in Abdaly farms following a dispute
while drinking alcohol. Police received a call about a
corpse with blood on it near Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad
road near the 69th kilometer mark. The body was
inspected and recovered by the coroner. Detectives
summoned coworkers of the victim, a 33 year old
Indian, and questioned them, and found out one aged
32, admitting that there was a fight between him and
the victim while drinking, then a fight ensued and the
victim fell on a rock leading to his death. The public
prosecution is investigating. — Al-Rai, Al-Anbaa

KUWAIT: A second grader was beaten by his teacher in the
Mohammad Al-Shayji School in Hawally, and the beating
left scratches on his hand. His mother informed the school
principal and asked her to take action. Elementary
Education Supervisor in Hawally Education Zone Laila Al-
Shareef said the principal carried out an investigation into
the incident, but the teacher denied beating the student.
The principal then asked other students in the classroom
who confirmed the child’s account that she did beat the
boy. The principal warned the teacher not to repeat her
actions again with any student, otherwise she will be
referred to legal affairs.

Drunk driver arrested
A driver, drove a truck loaded with fuel into a military

zone while intoxicated. The driver, from Nepal, was arrested
by the guards and taken to Sabah Al-Salem police station,
where he was charged.

Girl alleges rape attempt
A bedoon girl accused a citizen of attempting to rape

and kill her. She said that while in her car near Qurain mar-
kets, the suspect cut her off and walked towards her with a
knife in his hand. The girl ran into a restaurant and entered
a cabin, only to find him behind her, and attempting to
rape her while saying “there is no need for an apartment,”
she alleged.

Prostitution ring busted
Vice detectives put an end to the activity of a prostitu-

tion network in Salmiya. The network members were using
two apartments on two floors. One was located on the fifth
floor where an Arab man agrees with the client and
receives the money then gives a signal to those on the
sixth floor to receive him. Police sent an undercover source
and the arrests were made.

I was there

Al-Anbaa

By Saleh Al-Shayeji 

Being close to a certain incident does not neces-
sarily mean you know all details about it or
even know that it happened in the first place.

Some people may brag saying that they ‘were there’
at a scene where this or that incident took place.
They would then unleash their imagination and
proudly start making up stories about it.

We once had a friend, may the Almighty have
mercy on his soul now, of this very particular type of
people. He was always an eyewitness to all incidents
wherever they happened. He always had more to tell
in details about all incidents. Knowing this, we once
arranged for playing a practical joke on him. The sto-
ry goes back about 40 years when we were in Cairo
and read the news about the death of a famous
movie star in the morning paper. However, that very
particular star appeared on TV the same evening to
deny his death. 

Knowing that our eyewitness friend would soon
come, we agreed to mourn for that star’s demise and
ask him to tell us all the details he had about his
death and burial and so on, because we were sure he
knew nothing about the denial on TV and that he
would never miss such an opportunity to practice his
fantasy and imagination, especially since he was
somehow closely related to the movie business. The
aim behind that practical joke was to help our friend
get rid of those lies. 

On arrival, we acted as planned and released him
from blame for being late, and then asked him to tell
us about the death and details about the funeral. As
soon as he finished his story, we all burst into laugh-
ter and told him that the man had not died and that
he was still alive and kicking. Nonetheless, and
because ‘old habits die hard’ and instead of feeling
ashamed and apologizing for his lies, our friend
boldly said: “I knew it. I was just kidding with you!” 

—Translated by Kuwait Times
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We are not in
support of quick

judgment in evaluating
the new coach

regardless of results
KUWAIT: The Stock Exchange Public Authority handed 90
expatriate employees pink slips effective March 31, 2016.
But the way the termination notices were delivered was
criticized, because three employees of the authority went
around departments and handed the envelopes to the
concerned employees. The criticism did not come from
expats only, but from their Kuwait colleagues too. The let-
ters included two paragraphs, the first thanking them for
their efforts that helped the advancement of the entity,
and the second said “we are sorry to inform you that the
authority no longer wants to renew your contract for
another period”. This was a surprise to workers who spent
most of their lives in the service of the exchange. The direc-
tor of one sector expressed his displeasure with what hap-
pened and the way concerned authorities acted with peo-
ple who have been working there for years. — Al-Rai

KSE release

90 expats

KUWAIT: The government is discussing the referral of a
proposed law on urgent basis to the National Assembly to
fill the legislative void if the constitutional court strikes out
the decreed law of the anticorruption authority. Informed
sources said the Cabinet will send the “Transparency
Support Authority” proposal as an alternative to the anti-
corruption law if it  is rendered unconstitutional.
Meanwhile, MP Ahmad Al-Qudhaibi warned against what
he described as a conspiracy to scrap the anticorruption
authority, adding that the government’s delay in submit-
ting its amendments may be linked to the date of the con-
stitutional court ruling. Qudhaibi said the amendments
made by the authority to its law were presented to Justice
Minister Yaqoub Al-Sane four months ago, and he in turn
sent it to the fatwa and legislation department, which has
not finished its report on the law. — Al-Qabas

Gov’t acts to fill

legislative void

Study to build

racing circuit
KUWAIT: The ministerial economic committee is study-
ing a proposal to build a car circuit for youth at the
Public Authority for Youth and Sports land at a cost of KD
40 million. High-ranking ministerial sources said the
‘Amiri wish’ to build the circuit according to international
standards aims at providing a safe environment for a
large number of youth to practice their favorite hobby of
motor sports. — Al-Anbaa

Unauthorized search

voids arrest: Court
KUWAIT: The criminal court said searches by policemen at
checkpoints beyond normal limits is illegal. The court said pre-
cautionary searches by policemen should not progress to other
things without justification, and any violation will be consid-
ered null without a warrant from the prosecution. The appeals
court upheld a ruling of the court of first instance which exon-
erated an Egyptian, saying that just because a suspect is walk-
ing in the street does not say a thing about the officer’s knowl-
edge about the existence of a charge that justifies stopping and
searching him as a precaution, as the officer had said. The court
said the purpose behind the precautionary search is to make it
easier to arrest the suspect, to take away what he may be carry-
ing in the form of weapons or other things that may help him
escape, and the policeman should not go beyond that to fur-
ther searches, otherwise the search will be illegal and all evi-
dence taken from that search will be thrown out. — Al-Jarida

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecom-
munications company in Kuwait, suc-
cessfully concluded its latest cam-
paign for online gamers entitled “Do
Not Disturb”, wherein Avenues Mall
visitors enjoyed an interactive and live
online gaming experience on Zain’s
ultrafast LTE-A network. 

The campaign’s closing day wit-
nessed an all-day gaming tournament
at the company’s dedicated booth at
Grand Avenue; where over 80 partici-
pants took part in the exciting and
interactive tournament through 16
Playstation 4 devices that were linked

through a Local Area Network. The
winners of the first, second, and third
place titles were awarded with valu-
able gaming prizes. 

Zain was keen to take an extra step
to meet the demands of gamers and
provide them with the ultimate online
gaming experience, as it offered
everyone the opportunity to try its
most advanced LTE-A network
through PlayStation 4 devices that
were available at its dedicated booth. 

This campaign highlighted Zain’s
eagerness in keeping pace with the
ongoing changes of needs and wants

of its customers. With this latest
announcement, Zain was keen on
strengthening its leading position in
providing special services and offer-
ings designed for the gaming com-
munity.  In efforts of providing the
best gaming experience, Zain special-
ly designed the latest campaign to
surpass customers’ expectations. The
company is well aware of the rising
demands of Internet usage by online
gamers, and thus has presented this
campaign and exclusive offer to ele-
vate their telecommunications experi-
ence. 

Zain successfully concludes “Do Not

Disturb” campaign for online gamers


